Free Translation Apps Available in Google Play and Apple App Stores
Consider downloading one or more of these free apps to assist your staff and volunteers when interacting with clients that
speak a different language. Having a plan in place using basic tools and resources, such as the examples below, can help us all
make sure that we are serving our neighbors to the best of our abilities, no matter the language!

Google Translate
* Type to translate 90 languages
* Use your camera to translate text instantly
in 26 languages
* Two-way automatic speech translation in
40 languages
* Draw with your finger as a keyboard
alternative
* Download language packs for when you're
traveling, or if your connection is expensive
or slow.
* Star and save translations for future
reference
* Take pictures of text for higher-quality
translations or for languages not supported
by instant camera translation

iTranslate
iTranslate is an award winning translation
tool that helps you break down language
barriers. With its state of the art technology
you can speak any language in a second.
*With iTranslate you can translate words,
phrases, and text in over 90 languages.
*Speak instead of type. No training needed.
Just start speaking and we recognize your
voice, transform it into text and translate it
into another language.
*Most translator apps give you only 1 result
per translation. However, if you are
translating words and phrases there are
often different meanings, depending on the
context. iTranslate gives you dictionaries for
many languages so you can find the exact
solution to your problem.

Speak & Translate
Speak & Translate is an indispensable voice and
text translator that allows to communicate
effectively in any corner of the globe. Instantly
speak 42 languages and hold written
conversations in 100 languages!
* Advanced voice recognition technology
* Dictate what you need to translate or type the
text
* Let the app speak the translation or read it on
your screen
* 100 languages for text-to-text translations
* 41 languages for text-to-speech translations
* 42 languages for voice-to-voice translations

